
FRAKTIONS Biography

FRAKTIONS are a Progressive Metal band from London. They combine exciting metal guitar-work with jazz
harmony, atmospheric keyboard layers and groove-focused djent riffs. The quintet started playing together
in September 2012 with a clear goal of infusing rhythmic metal impact with advanced harmony and soaring
melodies  to  create  an  exhilarating,  modern  metal  sound.  The  core  of  the  band met  at  Southampton
University and all share an obsessive passion for modern metal.

With a successful EP launch under their belt, having supported two Basick Records bands: Circles and No
Consequence  as well as  Bleed From Within  in London, FRAKTIONS are now ready to take their live
show to the next level around the UK.

Bands that FRAKTIONS have played with: 
• Bleed From Within (Century Media)
• Circles (Basick Records)
• No Consequence (Basick Records)
• Friend For a Foe (Possessive Management)
• Drewsif Stalin's Musical Endeavours (Possessive Management)
• Confessions of a Traitor
• Mask of Judas
• Invocation
• Valis Ablaze
• Ariyah
• A Formal Horse

We are proud to be sponsored by 'Djent Core Promotions'
https://www.facebook.com/DjentCorePromotions

Music Press Quotes:

"Dramatic in scope with tons of amazing, fusion-inspired rhythms and harmonics. Another unique band pushing the 
heavy musical envelope forward"

Jeff Stevens - Prog Metal Zone
http://www.progmetalzone.com/2014/prog-metal-new-releases-040914/

“Youthful and exuberant, Fraktions are well worth checking out if you are a fan of progressive metal that can also kick 
you in the balls with its rhythmic power.”

John Whitmore – The Circle Pit
https://www.thecirclepit.com/2015/03/live-review-mask-of-judas-valis-ablaze-taken-by-the-tide-and-fraktions.html 

"The intelligent riffage and wise use of synth delivers a unique atmosphere, especially thanks to the efforts of an original
take on clean vocals, giving this band’s sound a unique taste and a mighty impact." 

Mattia Brembati - The Circle Pit
http://www.thecirclepit.com/2014/04/fraktions-momentum-ep-stream.html

“Overall this band has a lot of potential but don't be mistaken, this EP is no early demo. It's well worth listening to and 
it's overall a very solid debut.” 

Jón Þór Sigurleifsson – Daedric In fluence
http://daedricin fluence.weebly.com/blog/album-review-fraktions-momentum-ep
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